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BACKGROUND 

& APPROACH

Horizon Media’s WHY Group set out to understand people’s mindsets, motivations, and hesitancy 

around COVID-19 vaccine adoption. In April, over 850 Americans 18+ weighed in on their feelings 

about the vaccine, including:

• What is their vaccination status and likelihood to get vaccinated if not already?

• What concerns do they have personally about getting vaccinated?

• What concerns do parents have about their children getting vaccinated?

• What are the benefits to getting vaccinated?

• What could motivate the Vaccine-Hesitant to change their minds?

• Which activities are worth getting vaccinated for?

• Which activities do they believe people should be vaccinated in order to participate in?

• What are their feelings about potential vaccine laws and vaccine passports?

• Which entities—and categories of brands—do they trust most when it comes to getting 

information about COVID-19 and COVID-19 vaccinations?

• What impact does advocating for vaccination have on a brand that does so?



ONE QUARTER OF AMERICANS ARE NOT YET READY TO GET THE SHOT

• 24% of Americans are Vaccine-Hesitant

• Refusers (16%) double the Undecideds (8%)

• Demographics determine stance: women, 35-54 year-olds, and Republicans are more likely to be Vaccine-Hesitant

• Even though most people are willing to get the vaccine, that doesn’t mean they’re completely comfortable with it. 75% of people—including 

those already vaccinated—have at least one concern about vaccination, stemming from the speed of development and potential short and long-

term consequences

• When it comes to parents, the younger the child, the more likely parents are to prioritize vaccination. However, following gender patterns, 

moms are more likely than dads to express reluctance

WHAT WE FOUND



WHAT WE FOUND

EMOTION-BASED MOTIVATORS (LOVED ONES, NORMALCY, NECESSITIES) INSPIRE 

ADOPTION, RATHER THAN EVIDENCE-BASED INFO

• After personal safety, desire for connection with family and friends is the top reason to get vaccinated

• Other main drivers include taking the advice of a doctor (the most trusted source for fact-based information), the ease of securing 

an appointment, and the ability to get back to normal

• Motivations are similar across audiences, except:

• 18-34 year-olds are more likely to be swayed by celebrities and influencers

• Republicans are more influenced by open dialogue with healthcare professionals as well as vaccines having FDA approval

• Learning more about the science and a greater understanding of long-term impact are not highly influential in moving people toward 

vaccine adoption. The least influential elements include:

• More clinical trials

• More time passing to understand long-term impact

• More time passing to understand effectiveness

• More information on side effects/reactions 

• Vaccine-Hesitant are most likely to choose vaccination if it means 

visits with loved ones; discretionary activities (gyms, movies, etc.) 

are least likely to sway them

• Discretionary activities are also the ones for which people see the 

most value in having vaccination rules (air travel, leisure activities, 

nightlife, gyms, movie theaters and large gatherings)

• Vaccine-Pro, Democrats, and 18-34 as well as 55+ are 

more likely to feel vaccines should be required 

ACCESS TO FAMILY—NOT LEISURE—IS 

MORE LIKELY TO DRIVE ADOPTION



WHAT WE FOUND

TRUST IN VACCINE INFORMATION INFLUENCED BY SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL PROXIMITY 

• Those closest to our daily lives—family, friends, local healthcare workers—are most trusted when it comes to vaccine information (80%) 

followed by local, then national sources

• Though not a top resource, brands can still play a role: Over half (54%) view brands as a trusted information source 

• Brands that encourage vaccinations could see a positive uptick in perceptions (net 23% positive) and purchase intent (net 17%

positive)—highest among men, 18-34, Democrats, and the Vaccine-Pro 

• Category is another consideration that impacts credibility: healthcare brands have highest trust, followed by other necessity brands 

(grocery, health insurance, banking). On the other hand, discretionary brands that are further removed from the day-to-day (nightlife, 

cultural events) may be less influential

• Traditional channels elicit the strongest trust: broadcast and print are trusted by 2 in 3 Americans, while social media is trusted by only 1 in 3



VACCINE HESITANCY 
& EXPECTATIONS



59%

18%

8%

16%

I have received at least 1 dose of a COVID-19 vaccine

I have not yet been vaccinated, but I plan to be

Undecideds: I’m still undecided about if I will get vaccinated

Refusers: I don’t plan on getting vaccinated

MORE THAN 3 IN 4 

ADULTS EITHER HAVE 

BEEN OR PLAN TO GET 

VACCINATED

FOR THOSE WHO DON’T, 

OPPOSITION RATHER 

THAN INDECISION 

REMAINS A HIGHER 

BARRIER

1.7x
Females vs. Male

Current Vaccine Status

Q: Which of the following best represents your COVID-19 vaccination status? N=858 

Vaccine Hesitancy = Undecided + Refusers

Republicans vs. Democrats

3x

1.5x
vs. 55+

35-54

1.8x
vs. 18-34 

Opposition is 2x 

indecision

Demographics impact hesitancy



Q: How do you feel about the following statements with regards to the COVID-19 vaccine? “In the next 12 months…”; Q: 

How do you feel about the following statements with regards to vaccine passports? “In the next 12 months…”. N=858

Vaccine Laws & Mandates Within The Next 12 Months

47%
55%

53%
45%

There should be laws

recquiring COVID-19

vaccination

There should be government

mandated COVID-19 vaccine

passports

Agree Disagree

THOUGH THE MAJORITY 

ARE GOING TO GET 

VACCINATED, MANY DO 

NOT BELIEVE IT SHOULD 

BE A REQUIREMENT

74%
Three quarters of people 

who believe there should 

be vaccine laws also 

believe vaccine passports 

should be mandated

Around half of people say vaccine laws and passports should not be in our future, 

however, if you want one you likely also want the other 



FOR THE VACCINE-HESITANT, IT COMES DOWN TO TRUST; SOME LEVEL OF CONCERN IS COMMON AMONG EVERYONE

Q: What concerns do/did you have, if any, about you personally getting the COVID-19 vaccine? N=858; Reddit

26% 26% 25% 24%

20% 19% 18%18% 17%

21% 20%

8%
10%

12%

50%

54%

37% 36%

59%

47%

37%

Developed too quickly Long-term

consequences

May not protect against

all variants

May not be effective

long term

Don’t trust the vaccine 

is safe

Concerned about the

side effects

Severe allergic reaction

Total Vaccine-Pro Vaccine-Hesitant

Top Reasons People are Worried About the COVID-19 Vaccine

75%

A vast majority of people 

have at least one concern 

about the vaccine 

65%

Even a majority of the 

already vaccinated say they 

still have concerns  

35-54 are more 

concerned than 18-34 

and 55+

Women are more 

concerned, but blood 

clots weren’t even in the 

Top 10

Republicans are almost 3X 

more likely than Democrats 

to be concerned because 

they don’t trust government

Non-parents are 52% 

more likely to not have 

any vaccine concerns vs. 

parents

“I see people and shop. I’m still alive. It’s 

up to you, but I don’t trust a rushed 

vaccine that’s only emergency 

authorized and where the vaccine 

makers hold no financial responsibility 

for any adverse effects.” -Reddit



35%

34%

40%

47%

34%

39%

40%

42%

30%

28%

19%

11%

Total Kids 18+

Total Kids 12-18

Total Kids  5-11

Total Kids <5

Top Priority Mod/Low Priority Never

28%

48%

51%

54%

42%

33%

41%

43%

30%

19%

7%

3%

Dads Kids 18+

Dads Kids 12-18

Dads Kids  5-11

Dads Kids <5

Top Priority Mod/Low Priority Never

39%

21%

30%

39%

30%

44%

41%

39%

31%

35%

30%

21%

Moms Kids 18+

Moms Kids 12-18

Moms Kids  5-11

Moms Kids <5

Top Priority Mod/Low Priority Never

PARENTAL HESITANCE FOLLOWS A SIMILAR PATTERN; 

MOMS ARE LESS EAGER THAN DADS, BUT YOUNGER CHILDREN ARE THE HIGHER PRIORITY FOR ALL

Q: How much will you prioritize trying to get your child/children vaccinated, if at all, once the COVID-19 vaccine is available to them? N=858 

Prioritizing Child’s Vaccination Once Available

Top reasons parent won’t vaccinate

Long-term 

consequences58%

Don’t trust that the 

vaccine is safe
55%

46%

45%

Side effects may be 

worse than COVID-19

Developed too 

quickly



MOTIVATING 
VACCINE ADOPTION



Q: What do you see as the benefits of you personally getting the COVID-19 vaccine, if any? Please select all that apply. N=858 

BENEFITS—DESPITE BEING LOWER AMONG VACCINE-HESITANT—ARE CONSISTENT: SAFETY FOR SELF, FAMILY, AND FRIENDS

48% 48%
47%

45%
42%

40%

37% 36%
34%

28%

16%

60% 59% 58%
57%

53%

51%

45% 45%
42%

34%

1%

8%

13%

10%
7%

10%

4%

9% 8%
11%

7%

65%

I will have more

peace of mind that I

am/will be safe

It could prevent me

from contracting

COVID-19 and/or

getting seriously ill if I

did contract COVID-

19

It could prevent me

from spreading

COVID-19 to my

family and friends

I will feel more

comfortable being

around my family and

friends

I can personally

contribute to reaching

herd immunity

My family and friends

will feel more

comfortable being

around me

I can personally

contribute to

preventing the virus

from mutating into

new variants

I can personally

contribute to

reopening my

community/the

economy

I will be able to get

back to normal

I am in compliance 

with the 

government’s 

recommendation

There are no benefits

to getting the COVID-

19 vaccine

Total Vaccine-Pro Vaccine-Hesitant

Benefits Of You Personally Getting the Vaccine

Republicans prize normalcy, 

ranking it 4th (35%, tied with herd 

immunity)

Those 35-54 want to contribute to 

herd immunity, ranking it 5th (41%)

Women show concern for the 

economy, ranking 6th (38%)

Within the Vaccine-Hesitant – preventing personal COVID-19 contraction is key for Undecideds, while normalcy is key for Refusers

Key for 

Undecideds

Key for 

Refusers



Q: Imagine a world where you needed to be vaccinated against COVID-19 in order to participate in any of the below activities. For each of these activities, please select if you 

would be willing to get vaccinated in order to participate, or if you would decide not to get the vaccine even if that meant you could not participate in the activity. N=209; Twitter

VACCINE-HESITANT ARE MOST WILLING TO GET IT IF IT MEANS ACCESS TO LOVED ONES AND NECESSITIES

66%

73%

74%

76%

77%

77%

79%

81%

83%

84%

85%

86%

86%

90%

90%

92%

93%

93%

34%

27%

26%

24%

23%

23%

21%

19%

17%

16%

15%

14%

14%

10%

10%

8%

7%

7%

See immediate family in person

Grocery store

Hospital/doctor visit

Shop at a store in person

See extended family in person

Small gathering in person

Work at office/workplace

Large gathering in person

Hotel

Cultural event/leisure activity

Fly domestically

Dine inside restaurant

Salon

Fly internationally

Movie theater

Organized sporting activities

Gym/fitness studio

Nightclub/bar

Would sacrifice to stay unvaccinated

Worth it to get vaccinated
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Even for the Refusers, no activity is willingly sacrificed by 100% 

“The only reason I’ll get 

the COVID vaccine is 

for traveling reasons 

OR to see my family 

that don’t live in the 

U.S.” -Twitter



61%

56%
53% 53% 52% 51%

49% 49%
47% 46% 45% 44%

40%
38%

36% 35% 34%

30%

NecessaryDiscretionary

Vaccines Should Be Required for Participation Within The Next 12 Months

Fly 

international

Fly 

domestic*

Cultural 

events / 

leisure 

activities*

Nightclub / 

bar

Gym / 

fitness 

studio

Organized 

sporting 

activities

Movie 

theater

Large 

gatherings 

in person

Work at 

office / 

workplace

Hotel Dine inside 

at a 

restaurant

Salon See 

extended 

family in 

person

Small 

gatherings 

in person

See 

immediate 

family in 

person

Shop at a 

store in 

person

Hospital / 

doctor 

visit

Grocery 

store

*Included in the “Controlled Groups & Leisure” segment 

Q: Below is a list of activities. In the next 12 months, for which of these do you believe being vaccinated should be required for participation, if any? N=858

ON AVERAGE    4.5x more for Vaccine-Pro (vs. Vaccine-Hesitant)     2x more for Democrats (vs. Republicans)     1.25x more for 18-34 and 55+ (vs. 35-54)

PEOPLE SEE MORE VALUE IN NEEDING TO BE VACCINATED TO PARTICIPATE IN DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITIES, 

BUT MOST BELIEVE THAT ACCESS TO LOVED ONES AND NECESSITIES SHOULD NOT BE REGULATED

ON AVERAGE

ACROSS ACTIVITIES



Q: How influential were the below/would the below be in determining if you got or will get the COVID-19 vaccine?; Q: Which of the following best represents your COVID-19 vaccination status? N=858; Reddit

Most Motivating Drivers

Least Motivating Drivers

Doctor’s advice Appt ease Gov’t mandate Friends / family

Clinical trials Long-term info Influencers Effectiveness info

Looking at what would actually motivate people to get vaccinated, we see similar factors across most groups. 

They tend to connect to key benefits - recommendation from authority (trusted source), potential social 

implications (family & friends), and accessibility 

Surprisingly, it’s not about waiting for further evidence or additional trials. Whether they’re in favor of the 

vaccine or against it, people’s perceptions of the evidence-based information is more or less solidified 

and further emphasis in these areas may not do much to shift opinion

“I got my first dose a few weeks ago. My doctor 

finally shifted her opinion due to some of the 

preliminary findings on the studies on pregnant 

women, plus general knowledge of vaccines, and 

topped off with understanding of how bad 

complications can be for pregnant women.” -Reddit

THERE’S OPPORTUNITY TO 

MOVE THE VACCINE-

HESITANT TOWARD 

ADOPTION, BUT IT’S NOT 

THROUGH MORE 

EVIDENCE—AUTHORITY, 

ACCESSIBILITY, AND ACCESS 

TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

ARE THE REAL DRIVERS

Driver analysis of correlating motivating factors against likelihood of vaccination 

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Strongest Driver

Weakest Driver



FOR MOST GROUPS, THE DRIVERS REMAIN SIMILAR, THOUGH THERE IS VARIATION BY AGE AND POLITICAL AFFILIATION

18-34

Vulnerable first Appt easeFriends / family

Republicans 

Doctor’s advice

Influencers

Open dialogue 

with healthcare 

providers

FDA approval Vulnerable first35-54

Appt ease

55+

Day-to-day 

activities

Doctor’s advice Gov’t mandate

Appt ease Gov’t mandate Doctor’s advice Friends / family

Democrats

Doctor’s advice

Motivating Drivers by Age

Friends / family

Motivating Drivers by Political Affiliation

Open dialogue 

with healthcare 

providers

Gov’t mandate

= Variation between subgroup and Total Pop

Q: How influential were the below/would the below be in determining if you got or will get the COVID-19 vaccine?; Q: Which of the following best represents your COVID-19 vaccination status? N=858

Some people are satisfied by the advice of a doctor while others also need room to discuss their questions and concerns 



CREATING A CONNECTION TO 
INFLUENCE VACCINE ADOPTION



86% 85%

78%

72%

67% 67%
65% 65%

41%

36%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

My family members Local healthcare

workers

My friends Nonprofits Own employer Local gov't State gov't Federal gov't Strangers Celebrities /

Influencers

Q: How much do you trust each of the following when it comes to providing you with accurate information about COVID-19 and the COVID-19 vaccine? [Extremely trustworthy + Somewhat trustworthy]. N=858

TRUST IS DIRECTLY INFLUENCED BY SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL PROXIMITY 

TIER 1 TIER 2 TIER 3

Trust In Entities For Sharing COVID-19 Information

The level of trust people have with entities that share COVID-19 information tends to be aligned with the how close they are to a specific group. 

The closer the group is to one’s personal circle, the more trust a person has in the information that comes from there  

ON AVERAGE

ACROSS ENTITIES

1.9x more for Vaccine-Pro 

(vs. Vaccine-Hesitant)

1.3x more for Democrats 

(vs. Republicans)

1.2x more for 18-34 (vs. 35+)

TIER 4



TRUST IN BRANDS AND 

COMPANIES FOLLOWS A 

SIMILAR TREND OF ALIGNING 

TO THE IDEA OF PROXIMITY 

AND INTERPERSONAL 

CONNECTION

Q: How much do you trust brands/companies in each of the following categories when it comes to providing you with accurate 

information about COVID-19 and the COVID-19 vaccine? [Extremely trustworthy + Somewhat trustworthy]. N=467

Hospitals /

Medical 

Facilities

93%

Grocery 

stores

89%Health 

insurance

89%

Charity/

non-profit

88%

Banking/

financial advisor

87%

Most TrustedLeast Trusted

In-home 

entertainment

81%

In-home health 

and fitness

80%

Home repairs/

Improvements

79%

Retail shopping

78%

Airlines

74%

Hotels

73%

Dine-in 

restaurants

72%

Salons

71%

Rental car 

dealerships

69%

Cultural 

events/leisure 

activities

66%

Short-term 

rentals

65%

Public/semi-

private 

transportation

65%

Movie 

theatres

64%

Gyms/fitness 

studios

63%

Nightclubs/

bars

53%

Though brands fall behind friends, family, and healthcare professionals when it comes to trustworthiness, a majority of 

people, 54%, still places trust in them when it comes to COVID-19 information. 

However, the hierarchy of companies who garner trust follows closely to what we see overall. I.e., the closer a brand is to 

your day-to-day life, the higher the level of trust.



SPEAKING OUT IN SUPPORT OF VACCINATION CAN RESULT IN A POSITIVE BUMP, ESPECIALLY AMONG CERTAIN 

SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION. HOWEVER, DOING SO MUST MAKE SENSE FOR A BRAND’S VALUES 

Q: If a brand/company were to speak out to encourage Americans to get the COVID-19 vaccine, how would that impact your opinion of the brand? Q: If a brand/company were to speak out to encourage Americans to get the COVID-19 vaccine, 

what impact would that have on your likelihood to buy or use their products/services in the future? N=858

37%
30%

49%
56%

14% 13%

Opinion of brand Future purchase/usage

Positive impact No impact Negative impact

Impact of encouraging COVID-19 Vaccine

24x more Vaccine-Pro

(vs. Vaccine-Hesitant)

2x more for Democrats             

(vs. Republicans)

1.5x more for 18-34                  

(vs. 35+)

1.3x more for men

(vs. women)

20x more for Vaccine-Pro

(vs. Vaccine-Hesitant)

1.9x more for Democrats             

(vs. Republicans)

1.7x more for 18-34                  

(vs. 35+)

1.4x more for men

(vs. women)

23%
Net positive

17%
Net positive



IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT WHO 

YOU ARE, IT’S ABOUT HOW 

YOU ENGAGE

DIFFERENT MEDIA CHANNELS 

COMMAND DIFFERENT LEVELS 

OF TRUST WHEN IT COMES TO 

COVID-19

Q: How much do you trust each of the following when it comes to providing you with accurate information 

about COVID-19 and the COVID-19 vaccine? [Extremely trustworthy + Somewhat trustworthy]. N=858

68%
65%

63%
60%

57% 56%

44%

34%

Local broadcast

news

National broadcast

news

Print news Radio Cable news Online/digital news Podcasts / other

digital audio

Social media

Trust in Specific Media Channels Around COVID-19

Traditional media channels like print and broadcast are believed to be more 

trustworthy sources of COVID-19 information than newer media vehicles

ON AVERAGE                     2.5x more for Vaccine-Pro (vs. Vaccine-Hesitant)     1.6x more for Democrats (vs. Republicans)   1.2x more for 18-34 (vs. 35+)
ON AVERAGE

ACROSS CHANNELS



IN CONCLUSION

TO ENCOURAGE VACCINATION, FOCUS ON DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIP OVER EVIDENCE
For the 24% of Americans who remain Vaccine-Hesitant—predominately women, 35-54s, Republicans and moms for their kids—their unease will not 

necessarily be mitigated with science (e.g., more clinical trials, for time to understand adverse reactions, etc.), but rather the personal interaction their doctor 

or healthcare provider can offer. Connecting with trusted doctors will be key for a higher level of vaccine adoption.  

CONSIDER YOUR PLACE IN THE COVID-EXPERIENCES SPECTRUM 
As re-entry continues, brands will need to make decisions in order to navigate the different level of comfort people have with vaccinations. Brands will be 

faced with determining whether vaccination or testing are points of entry, just as brands shifted to masking protocols last year. It won’t be possible to make 

everyone happy, but consider whether your audience is likely to get vaccinated and if your brand is willing to face criticism over adopting new practices, 

which could end up like the anti-mask protests in 2020

• For most brands, it may be the least controversial option to continue to focus on the current COVID-safe experiences (e.g., restaurants continuing to 

enforce distancing, masking in certain areas, pickup) 

• Vaccine-only options are worth considering only for specific audiences (Democrats, 18-34 and 55+) and within specific categories (discretionary leisure 

– like travel, gyms, concerts). Brands in these categories who can offer such an experience (such as baseball arenas with vaccinated-only sections), may 

be at an advantage, but also risk criticism from other demographics if it’s the only experience available

WHEN LOOKING TO ENGENDER TRUST, THINK LOCAL AND TALK LIKE A FRIEND WOULD
The closer someone is, the more people will trust them for COVID-19 information. While brands are not always the most trusted source on their own, those 

who want to help drive vaccination efforts—or simply share related information—should engage through trusted avenues e.g., partnering with local 

community leaders, working with non-profits, making sure their message is associated with the most trusted channels (local broadcast news, national 

broadcast news, print, radio). Take a cue from Ford, who partnered with 11 nonprofits to create the #VaxWithFacts PSA to combat the spread of 

misinformation, especially in Black and Hispanic communities. 

A VACCINE STANCE MAY OFFER A BOOST, BUT IT DEPENDS ON YOUR CATEGORY AND AUDIENCE
Not every brand needs to offer serious and detailed information, especially if it’s not a natural fit for the category or brand voice. Men and those 18-34 are 

more likely to have a positive view of a brand that speaks out. For brands that lack medical expertise but want to get involved, consider playful 

encouragement such as Budweiser’s Reunited with Buds promotion, which offers a coupon in exchange for vaccination.


